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Birthday wishes funny video

Summary: This blog gives you a huge collection of birthday video ideas, and everything is creative and fun. Whatever you need birthday video ideas for your best friend, boss, girlfriend, husband, child, this blog will offer you endless inspirations. What are some unique ideas for creating a creative birthday
video? I can't even imagine a creative birthday video idea for my best friend. - A question from QuoraIf you have the same question as above, you are not the only one. Relax! You're creative and fun. Maybe you are too nervous to think of a happy birthday video idea that might surprise your loved ones. A
video is a combination of images, words and music/duet. Here in this blog we will offer you 10+ practical birthday video ideas to make the birthday video both fun and creative with regard to the selection of words and video production. Let's get started. FlexClip has birthday video templates that you can
easily customize. Choose a birthday video template you like and upload your own photos, and then add text messages. A fun birthday video is just a few clicks away. For detailed steps, please see: How to make a birthday video &gt;Birthday video painterAlså Read: How to make a video your background
&gt;What to say in the birthday video? Tip 1. Sew a little. Talking is boring. How about singing? Create some texts to express yourself. Do not worry if you do not sing well, singing badly can be entertaining. Tip 2. Use birthday offers. Quotes are conventional, but it can never be outdated to use some warm
and touching, perhaps silly phrases on birthday videos. Below are few examples. For more fun or creative quotes, please see Best Birthday Quotes Collection &gt;Tip 3. Share a memory. Be it a story from travel, enjoying a movie, or shopping, sharing a memory is the best way to remind you both the
cutest moments. It will be fun to think about the beautiful past when it is the beginning of a year. Tip 4. Review. Birthday is the best time to look back the past year and celebrate the new one. Why not make a video to review what have you done and where have you been last year and to show plans on
next year. Tip 5. Narration. Suffer, enjoy. These two are the most important elements of life. People in the Middle Ages can have a lot of stories to tell. Try to create a map of their life and make a birthday video as a mini-biography. Image Board: 10 Birthday Video Ideas - What should I say in birthday
videoWhat are you going to show on your birthday video? Tip 6. Be creative at the shooting site. Far away from the birthday person? no danger. Probably they will be interested in the place where you live. Think carefully about where the birthday person might like, perhaps a scenic place, a library and
shoot. Tip 7. Old pictures. Dive into the old album to find lots of meaningful photos, and then upload to your video. Tip 8. Interview. Interview friends and families who come to the party and ask them some stupid questions. It would be fun to the recordings and and on TV together. Tip 9. Pets. The pet can
not deliver the wishes themselves, help them out. Tip 10. Gift video. Don't just give your birthday present directly. Create a video with instructions or background to introduce your video, and then ask your birthday person to get it by themselves. This is more like an adventure. But birthday videos aren't just
about wishTips 11. Invitation to birthday party. If you want to surprise the birthday person, why not go through a birthday party and invite all your friends and family to the party? It would help you say more than just sending a video. Tip 12. Birthday party summary. The camera must be full of pictures of
recent birthday parties. Bring back the fun from previous birthdays and see how things have been in these years. Tip 13. Delayed birthday. It's happening! We can all miss an important birthday. Asking for an apology seems to be the only way to ask for forgiveness. Tip 14. Business birthday. Is it your
business partner's birthday? So in the birthday video, it's more important to show your gratitude. Still no clues ..... FlexClip has birthday video templates that you can easily customize. Choose a birthday video template you like and upload your own photos, and then add text messages. A fun birthday video
is just a few clicks away. For detailed steps, please see: How to make a birthday video &gt;The Bottom LineIt is all for birthday video ideas. Hopefully you have now made an excellent video. As you can see, it is quite easy and effective to make a video with FlexClip, including YouTube video, TikTok



video. Try now! Create a VideoView templates When it comes to birthdays, a video can be an inventive way to make your birthday greeting more fun and feel more personal. But creativity doesn't have to be complicated. Animoto lets you create and share beautiful birthday videos – for free! Read on to
find out how you can create your own free birthday video with Animoto and get ideas for your next personal birthday video. Click on the links below to go to the section you need. How to make a free birthday video in Animoto It does not take long to make a video that says happy birthday to someone
special. Take a look at how you can create your own free video for a birthday. Step 1: Start the project When you start the video in Animoto, you will be taken to the template selector first. There are dozens of Animoto templates to choose from. For a simple birthday greeting, we recommend the birthday
card template shown below, although you can choose who you want to watch and customize it. You should also check out our Happy Birthday Slideshow template, which tells a story that can be easily customized to anyone celebrating a birthday. To design a video without a template, click the Start from
scratch button in the upper-right corner of the screen. From there, you can select a theme and aspect ratio and start the video. Step 2: Upload photos and video clips Personalize your video with photos and video Recipient. You can take photos from social media, skim through the camera roll, or take
pictures of old photos using a mobile device. Step 3: Drag and drop your photos After finding the photos you want to use, you can start putting together the video. Just drag the photos and video clips from the media drawer into the project. You can also try out our collage layouts or photo series to add
visual interest to your slide show. Step 4: Choose birthday colors If you want, you can only select some of the recipient's favorite colors to start with. Step 5: Add birthday music Finally, it's time to choose a song for your video. If you like the default song that comes with your template or theme, great! But if
you want to find another song that fits your video, Animoto has a number of options. Click the Music icon to get to our music library. Once you're there, you can sort by genre and mood. You can also check out our list of birthday video songs to find some of our favorites. Happy birthday video ideas Now
that you have the basics, here's some inspiration. Take a look at our list of 19 easy ways to celebrate with video: 1. Birthday letters: Tell the special someone what they mean to you while sharing photos and video clips that will make them laugh or tear up. Get started quickly by adding your own photos,
video clips and text to our Happy Birthday video template, discussed below. Then change the fonts, colors, and style with just a few clicks to fit the birthday video recipient. 2. Birthday Story: Let all your followers know about one of your loved ones' birthday with a short but touching Instagram Story. Start
with our birthday Story template in our iOS app or a vertical video in our desktop product, Animoto 3.Then fill in the details with your own photos and video clips. For some extra inspiration, check out our post about creating a birthday story for Instagram. 3. Screen birthday card: If you want to create a
short greeting, instead of a longer birthday message, this is the birthday video for you. Start with our birthday card template, shown at the top of this post, and then customize with your own photos and video clips. Update the text to match the recipient's age and interests, and you're ready to go in minutes!
4. Invitation to birthday party: Reach all friends and family on social media with a simple video invitation that includes the date, time and place along with photos. To make it even easier, choose our Holiday Event Invitation template and customize it to fit your party. If you're having a virtual party, share
instructions on how to join the Zoom or Houseparty bash. 5. Birthday Party Summary: If you have a camera roll full of photos after your last birthday rail, it's time to do something about them! Relive the fun with a video album that recuts the party or share with loved ones who don't Participate. 6. Birthday
quote: Can not decide what what say in a birthday ecard? Pull out a smart quote, add a couple of photos, and you're done in minutes. Take a look at our list of 20 stupid and cute birthday quotes for inspiration. Then add them to an offer template, such as the Fun Social Quote template that was used to
create the video below. 7. Happy Birthday Song: Even if you may not be there for a dear birthday, you can still make sure they hear you sing Happy Birthday in a sweet video message. 8. Gift for children: Start a new birthday tradition – give your little one a video slide show that shows how he or she has
grown. The example below was designed for Valentine's Day, but could easily serve as a birthday present as well. 9. Interview video: Want to make a video to be shown at a birthday party? Try to interview friends and family of the person celebrating a birthday. Then assemble the recordings into a video
you can watch on a TV, project on a screen, or share during an online meeting. 10. Blast from the past: Find your oldest, most way back when photos and video clips and put them together in a slide show set to music. The recipient will feel like they're watching old home movies, but with a heartfelt
birthday wish included. 11. Pet birthday: While a pet may not appreciate the video itself, a pet birthday video gives you a beautiful digital memorial. You can also make a gift from a loved one's pet to share with his owner. 12. Top 5 list: Have fun with the video format and create a top 5 list for your screen
birthday card. We started with the Top 5 template and made a more general greeting, but you can tailor your video to the specific interests of your birthday celebrations. 13. Year in review: Birthdays are a great time to take stock of where you are and where you've been. Although the video below is
designed to celebrate a new calendar year, it can easily be reschedized to accommodate a new year in your life or the life of someone you love. Start with our Year in Review template and add to all the major events you won't forget. 14. Life Story: Create a mini-biography containing images of the major
events and important highlights the recipient will want to remember. 15th Belated birthday: Miss an important birthday? A video can serve as a birthday greeting and an apology. The extra effort will make your delayed birthday wishes stand out even more. 16. Social media thanks: Don't just dash off a
written thank you on Facebook when you get a ton of good wishes this year. Instead, you can make a short video that recognizes all your birthday love and maybe even shows how you spent your B-day. 17. Funny birthday video: Put together a video full of all your favorite corny puns or jokes to make a
stupid video that will make the recipient smile. 18. Business video: Whether you're celebrating a milestone for your company, like the one in the celebrating achievements template, or helping your customers celebrate their own birthdays, video can help your brand stay on sinn. 19. Gave Gave Make your
birthday gift a little more special with a video with your gift. Add instructions or background to introduce your gift – or get creative! Send your gift on an adventure that will make it seem even more thoughtful. * Birthday video gift by Thanh Long BACH * What to say in your birthday video Here are some ways
to customize your video and make it feel really special. Mention memorable experiences you've had together Talk about milestones your loved one has achieved Share quirks or personality traits that you love Be yourself! The more your video sounds like you, the more it stands out. Do you still have a
writer's block? Take inspiration from any of the videos shown above, or check out 20 ways to say happy birthday. There are many ways to share your video with the person whose birthday. We're going across three of the most popular ones — email, social media and watching the video with a group.
Emailing your Animoto video is about as complicated as sharing a YouTube video. You can do it in one of two ways. First, you can copy and paste the link for your video directly into an email and send it through your email account. However, if you want to stay, you can send videos out from Animoto. Go
to your video's playback page and click the email icon. You will see a window pop up. Fill in the video receiver's email address and you're ready to go! If you want, you can also add a personal message to your email or schedule it to go out on your loved one's actual birthday. Share a video on social media
Download the video to your computer or mobile device — you can find the download button on the playback page or on the My Video page. Then upload the video to the recipient's favorite platform and tag them in the video. You can even share the downloaded video with the recipient so they can share it
on their social media accounts. Don't want to download your video? You can also link social accounts to Animoto and upload from the video's playback page. Watch videos together If you're social distancing, you can set up a Zoom meeting or Google Hangout and share your video with a large group.
Arrange a time to meet, then share the screen and let everyone watch the video together. Having a personal party? Check out our post on how to watch your video together on a TV. Tips for making a great birthday video Here are some more tips to make sure your birthday video is a hit. Check social
media: Don't be limited by the camera roll. Search your Facebook albums and Instagram photos to find photos and video clips for your birthday video. Plan before you create: Make a note of some ideas for images and text before you get started. You can even create a folder on your computer to keep all
your files where you can find them. It will help you organize your thoughts and make a better video. Choose the format that fits where you share: Go after square videos if you post to your Facebook Instagram feeds, think to present a video on a TV or share via email. If you're creating an Instagram article
with your B-Day video, go vertically. Take a look at our post on vertical video to learn how to create your own. Consider your video length: If you share on social media, a shorter video will get more views. If you present it over Zoom, at a party, or let a birthday slide show play in the background, you have
more room to create a longer and more detailed video. Remember the audience: Think of the colors, photos, and jokes that will connect with the person you're celebrating your birthday. Try incorporating them to create a really special, personalized video. Are you ready to make your own birthday video?
Dive in and start making your outstanding gift. Happy video making! Makes!
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